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ABSTRACT 
 
Asset Management is defined as the combination of management, financial, economic, 
engineering and other practices applied to physical assets with the objective of providing 
the required level of service in the most cost effective way (IIMM 2006, p. xii). 
 
Southern Downs Regional Council’s bridge network represents a large investment and 
many thousands of dollars are spent annually on maintenance and management. This 
project aims to develop a core Asset Management Plan for bridges. 
 
The main objective of the dissertation is to compile a core Bridge Asset Management 
Plan for Southern Downs Regional Council Specific objectives are as follows: 
• Minimise the whole of life cycle costs of bridge assets. 
• Clearly justify forward works programs and expenditure. 
• Ensure that legal obligations are met through compliance with relevant acts and 
policies. 
• Report on asset description including current conditions and general overview of 
existing bridges. 
• Determine the future demand and the effects of changing demand on the bridge 
assets. 
• Produce a financial summary including long-term financial expenditure. 
• Ensure that asset/service is maintained for present and future generations at an 
equitable cost. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
This research project has developed a starting point for a core asset management plan, 
based on the methodology and processes from the International Infrastructure 
Management Manual. The project details; 
• Background of the project; 
• the purpose of the core asset management plan; 
• current asset description and condition; 
• details draft levels of service; 
• considers the future demand; 
• gives five examples of a lifecycle management plan; 
• formulates a financial summary for the next 10 years; and 
• suggests improvements to the plan. 
 
The project has found that the timber bridge structures cost alot more to maintain during 
their life cycle than the concrete structures and that they are in much worse condition. It 
has found that the budgeted amounts for maintenance and capital renewal are well below 
what is required if the draft levels of service are adopted. 
 
It is recommended that an annual timber bridge replacement program be instigated and 
the gap in funding required to deliver the draft levels of service be addressed. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter details the background, scope, objectives, key stakeholders, methodology, 
consequences, risks and the outline of this dissertation. 
 
1.1 Background 
 
Southern Downs Regional Council (SDRC) is located in southern Queensland about two 
hours drive south west of Brisbane. It has a population of 32,600 people spread between 
Warwick, Stanthorpe and surrounding areas. It covers an area of 7,120 square km and is 
bounded by Toowoomba Regional Council, Goondiwindi Regional Council, Lockyer 
Valley Regional Council, Scenic Rim Regional Council and the New South Wales border. 
The climate of the region ranges from mild summers to cold winters.  The major 
industries of the downs are agriculture, horticulture, commerce, manufacturing and 
tourism and the region has an annual growth rate of approximately two percent. The 
major towns and villages located within the region include the main towns of Warwick 
and Stanthorpe and the smaller towns of Killarney, Allora, Leyburn, Maryvale and 
Dalveen. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 Map of Region 
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Southern Downs Regional Council was formed by two former councils, Warwick Shire 
Council and Stanthorpe Shire Council in 2008 as a result of forced Queensland council 
amalgamations. The former Warwick Shire Council was rated as weak in regards to its 
financial sustainability due to its high rate of depreciation. There is still ongoing work in 
integrating the two former councils into one organisation in relation to management and 
delivery of assets and services to the community. 
 
Southern Downs is famous for a number of local attractions and festivals. These include 
many sandstone heritage listed buildings from the early settlements, wineries and events 
like the famous Warwick Rodeo. There are also many natural attractions located in the 
region, and include Queen Mary Falls, Goomburra National Park and Girraween National 
Park. 
 
Currently Southern Downs Regional Council does not have any asset management plans 
in place. Asset data has been recorded in various spreadsheets haphazardly over the years 
and stored in varying locations and on differing mediums. There has not been any 
integration of former Warwick and Stanthorpe bridge asset data records since the 
amalgamations. Council’s main GIS system MapInfo has been updated to include the 
location of all bridge assets throughout the council region, however the only other piece 
of information attached to the record is a one word description on the type of asset 
(bridge, culvert, floodway, etc) and an old asset id number. 
 
Council has adopted a strategic plan called Vision 2040 and a 2009 – 2014 Cooperate 
Plan which are important drivers in establishing Southern Downs Regional Council in the 
future. These plans outline many strategic plans and in relation to the management of 
assets owned by council. Recent new legislation ‘Local Government Act 2009’ requires 
Southern Downs Regional Council to produce a core asset management plan for all assets 
including bridges by December 2010. 
 
1.2 Purpose of the Asset Management Plan 
 
The aim of this dissertation is to create a core asset management plan for bridges located 
in the Southern Downs Regional Council. The main objective of the plan is to minimise 
the whole of life costs of the assets whilst maintaining an acceptable level of service and 
ensuring that the asset meets all safety and legislative requirements. The core asset 
management plan in conjunction with other infrastructure asset management plans will 
help ensure that Council assets remain economically viable and that the council as a 
whole is sustainable. The plan will link with current corporate and strategic plans and 
policies and ensure that all legislative requirements are met. 
 
ENG4111/4112 
 
Bridges are part of the road infrastructure 
groups of community assets managed by Southern Downs Regional Council. 
key elements in the road network and represent a substantial investment over an extended 
period of time. Every year many thousands of dollars are spent in maintaining, renewing 
and replacing these assets. Currently there is very little in the way of documentation of 
the processes and maintenance expenditure and it is conducted in a reactive way. 
one of the reasons why it is so important to have an asset management plan
employ the best practice and management to ensure that services are delivered in a 
consistent, economical and sustainable way.
 
From 1950’s through to the 1970’s
creation of new bridge assets without much regard to the long term life cycle costs and 
total community benefit. This has resulted in a number of large timber bridge structures 
(3 spans or more) which requir
big replacement cost with very little community benefit. This plan will ensure that any 
new bridge works are clearly justified and will generate significant community benefit for 
the investment outlay by council.
 
This project will produce the first bridge asset management plan developed for the 
council and will reform the current practices of asset management, seeking to ensure a 
more formal approach through the employment of asset management principle
methodology. The asset management plan is aimed at delivering the desired level of 
service at the least cost and moving the organisation away from the budget driven 
framework to service driven framework.
 
Figure 2 Budget driven framework versus service driven framework
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From the diagram it is easy to see that currently the service levels are constrained by the 
budget which is based on historical data and increased at the rate of CPI each year. It is 
envisaged that through the adoption of this asset management plan the desired level of 
service will in fact drive the funds budgeted for bridges. 
1.3 Aims and Specific Objectives 
 
The specific objectives and purposes of this core asset management plan are as follows: 
• Demonstration of responsible asset stewardship; 
• engagement of the community and relevant stakeholders to determine appropriate 
levels of service; 
• supporting long term financial planning; 
• minimise the whole of life cycle costs of bridge assets through asset management 
principles and methodology; 
• production of a clearly justified forward works programs and expenditure; 
• management of risk associated with asset failure; 
• ensure that SDRC legal obligations are met through compliance with the relevant 
acts and policies; 
• ensure the asset/service is maintained for present and future generations at an 
equitable cost; 
• improved efficiency through better asset lifecycle management; 
• accountability and transparency in council expenditure; and 
• continual monitoring and improvement of the asset management plan and 
practices. 
 
The outcomes of the plan will include; 
• Adopted levels of service; 
• quantification of the future demand and the impact this will have on the bridge 
assets; 
• a lifecycle management plan for selected* bridges including operations, 
maintenance and disposal; and 
• a financial summary for the selected* bridges including the required long-term 
future expenditure. 
 
*This will be extended to all bridge assets once this initial plan is reviewed and adopted 
by council. 
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1.4 Definitions of Bridge Assets 
 
This asset management plan will apply to the following structures: 
• Bridges 
• Large Drainage Structures 
 
Adopted definitions of the two structures are detailed below; 
• Bridge – A structure which allows traffic be it pedestrian or vehicular to traverse 
an obstacle through elevation. It must consist of at least one or more of the 
following elements; piles, piers, headstocks or decking. 
 
• Large Drainage Structure – A major drainage structure which allows traffic, be 
it pedestrian or vehicular to traverse a watercourse through elevation. It is a self 
contained structure that has an opening span, height or diameter greater than 1.8 
metres and a waterway area in excess of 3.0 square metres. 
 
 
Figure 3 A typical bridge structure  
 
 
Figure 4 Typical large drainage structure  
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1.5 Key Stakeholders 
 
The relevant stakeholders are considered any group or individual that has an interest in 
the services provided by SDRCs bridge infrastructure assets. The relevant key 
stakeholders include; 
• Southern Downs Regional Council; 
• Federal and State Government Agencies including Department of Transport and 
Main roads, Emergency Services, Army etc; 
• grant funding bodies; 
• local residents which include vehicular, cyclists and pedestrian traffic; 
• local industries; 
• commercial operators including tourist and transport operators; 
• tourists and visitors to the region; and 
• seasonal workers who relocate to the region for periods of up to six months a year. 
 
These individuals and groups of stakeholders all have needs and expectations related to 
the standard of services delivered by the bridge infrastructure. These include providing 
quality, accessible (especially in times of flood), value for money services without 
negative impacts on the environment and community. 
 
1.6 Relationships with other Plans 
 
This asset management plan will become a key document in councils planning and 
budgeting processes, linking with the following cooperate and strategic documents; 
• Southern Downs Regional Councils;  
 Strategic Plan 
 Corporate Plan  
 Relevant Policies & Strategies 
 Asset Management Policy 
1.7 Project Methodology 
 
The methodology that has been used in completing the dissertation is outlined in the steps 
below:  
1. Research background information on Bridge Asset Management Plans. A review 
of previous literature and information related to asset management plans, both in 
Australia and worldwide. 
2. Define the purpose of the core AMP including the definitions of bridges. 
3. Report on asset description including current conditions and general overview of 
existing bridges. 
ENG4111/4112 
 
4. Determine the levels of service (LOS) for approximately five (5) selected bridges 
in relation to council’s strategic goals and based on customer expectation and statutory 
requirements. 
5. Determine the future demand and the effects of changing demand on the selected 
bridge assets. 
6. Create a life cycle management plan for the selected bridges including operations, 
maintenance, and disposal, etc.
7. For the selected bridges, produce a financial summar
expenditure. 
8. Present finding to peer group and submit dissertation in required format.
If time permits: 
9. Extend the study to additional bridges.
10. Produce Asset Management practices including summary of Asset Management 
data, information systems, processes and implementation tactics.
11. Include a recommendation for improvement of the plan from the findings, 
including improvement strategy.
 
1.8 Consequences and Risks
 
Southern Downs Regional Councils risk management policy fo
in the AS/NZS 4360: 2004 and is detailed in the diagram below;
Figure 5 Risk Management Plan  
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 Assess the likelihood and consequences from the hazard or risk 
 Consequences 
Likelihood Insignificant Minor Moderate Major Catastrophic 
Almost Certain High High Extreme Extreme Extreme 
Likely Moderate High High Extreme Extreme 
Possible Low Moderate High High Extreme 
Unlikely Low Low Moderate High Extreme 
Rare Low Low Low High High 
Table 1 Risk Matrix 
 
1.8.1 Risks whilst undertaking Project 
 
This is not a too many risks apparent whilst undertaking the project. The expected risks to 
be managed during the execution of project are detailed below. 
 
During inspection of bridges;  
• Snakes which are common to the area and often located in the long grass, which is 
common along sides of roads and under bridges etc. 
• Falls from heights whilst inspecting the bridges. 
• Traffic is an ever-present factor along roads and needs to be managed with 
appropriate signage plans when activities and inspections will impact on travelled 
path. 
 
All of these risks are very minor if managed effectively and can be minimised through a 
workplace health and safety plan, traffic management plans and the correct use of 
personal protective equipment. For instance a high visibility vest must be worn during all 
inspections. 
 
During compiling of information and write-up; 
• No risks apparent. 
 
Hazard Consequence Likelihood Risk Control 
Snakes Moderate Rare Low Awareness of risk 
Falls Minor Rare Low Awareness of risk 
Traffic Moderate Unlikely Moderate Traffic Management 
Plan – Signage etc 
Table 2 Risk Summary 
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1.8.2 Risk beyond completion of project:
 
The implementation of this asset management plan will 
faced by council in relation to is delivery of services and is of critical importance in the 
safe management of assets. This is highlighted and detailed in the literature review with 
the case of Brodie vs Singleton Shire Council
importance of effective management and records of council assets. It is through this core 
bridge asset management plan that will ensure the bridges under the control of Southern 
Downs Regional Council remain safe for use and are
demonstrate that council is managing the assets in the most effective way possible.
 
1.9 Dissertation Outline
 
This dissertation seeks to create a core asset management plan through the combination of 
management, financial and engineering principles and practices to deliver pre
levels of service in the most economical way.
 
The figure below outlines the format
Figure 6 Overview of the Asset Manageme
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It must be noted that this dissertation is the start of the asset management process for 
bridge assets. The plan will become a living document and will be continually monitored 
and improved over future years. Included as chapter 8 is a brief overview of suggested 
improvement measures to the asset management plan.  
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2 ASSET MANAGEMENT BACKGROUND 
2.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter will review literature related to the topic of Asset Management. It will 
outline the history and development of asset management and the impact it has had. The 
components of a core asset management plan will also be explored. 
2.2 What is Asset Management? 
 
Asset Management is defined as the combination of management, financial, economic, 
engineering and other practices applied to physical assets with the objective of providing 
the required level of service in the most cost effective way (IIMM, 2006). 
The word asset in relation to accounting means a thing of value that could be tangible or 
intangible. Assets can be classified as either physical or financial in nature. Physical 
assets can be both tangible and intangible. Tangible physical assets include roads, parks, 
bridges and stormwater infrastructure. Intangible physical assets can be in the form of 
intellectual property, patents or software. Financial assets include cash, stocks or other 
forms of financial investments. This is broken down further into current and non-current 
assets. Current Assets are those assets which are expected to be realised in cash or sold 
within one year of an organisation’s balance date (IIMM, 2006). Non-current are all 
assets other than current assets, including assets held but not traded by a business in order 
to carry out its activities (IIMM, 2006). The focus of this literature review is non-current 
physical tangible infrastructure assets. 
Examples of infrastructure assets under the control of local government include; 
• Road networks (local) 
• Bridges 
• Stormwater networks 
• Public buildings such as civic buildings, libraries etc. 
• Parks and recreation facilities 
• Water networks 
• Sewerage networks 
 
An asset management plan covers the description of the asset a, the levels of service that 
the asset provides, the future demand, lifecycle management plan, financial summary, 
asset management practices and a monitoring and improvement programme. 
2.3 History of Asset Management 
 
The concept of asset management was first formally adopted within the engineering 
profession during the privatisation of water utilities in Great Britain in the 1980s 
(Stapelberg, 2006). 
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The move towards asset management marks a change from reactive management which 
was the main method used for determining maintenance and replacement of infrastructure 
in the past. 
 
2.4 Asset Management in New Zealand 
 
New Zealand has been recognised as a world leader in asset management practices related 
to local government. Over the past 15 years New Zealand has seen a number of 
successive government reforms which have been aimed at improving the efficiency of 
asset management of local government infrastructure. 
In the past the local government sector focused on capital works and had little 
documentation on the condition and location of existing assets. The maintenance of these 
existing assets was not recorded and as such councils operated in a largely reactive way 
only when the asset started to demonstrate failures and had already reached the end of is 
first lifecycle. 
To combat these issues a national body was formed in 1995. The New Zealand National 
Asset Management Steering group (NAMS) is made up of representatives from the 
following major infrastructure related associations in New Zealand. 
• INGENIUM—Association of Local Government Engineering NZ 
• SOLGM—Society of Local Government Managers NZ 
• Local Government Association of New Zealand 
• Office of the Auditor-General 
• New Zealand Water and Wastes Association 
• New Zealand Recreation Association 
• Association of Local Government Information Managers 
 
2.5 The development of Asset Management in the Australian Local 
Government Sector 
 
There are a number of important factors which are impacting on the adoption of asset 
management practices in Australia. The Commonwealth government has set a target to 
have all infrastructure asset classes managed by councils covered by core asset 
management plans with a deadline of December 2010.  
In the early 1990s AAS27 legislation was introduced. This legislation required the 
reporting of asset values (replacement cost) and depreciation. Many councils in Australia 
then took on massive asset data collection to comply with AAS27. It was soon realised 
that this practice was beneficial not only to the accountants but also the engineering 
departments were able to use this information to help with decisions related to capital 
works and maintenance. 
Perhaps the most important development for asset management in relation to local 
government came in 2001 after a landmark decision in the case of Brodie v Singleton 
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Shire Council.  The high court found that Singleton Shire Council did not demonstrate 
that it had sufficiently inspected and maintained a timber bridge which collapsed whilst 
Mr Brodie was using it. This ruling removed the immunity for non-feasance from 
councils (Dr Morrison A.S., 2002). 
The result of this court decision was that local councils had to be able to demonstrate that 
they are correctly allocating resources and that they are doing the best they can within 
their limited budget (Burns, 2010). 
2.6 Bridge Asset Management Queensland 
 
Bridges are a critical part of local, state and national road infrastructure assets. Due to 
their strategic locations over natural rivers and streams or over other obstacles, any bridge 
failure can have a severe impact on the community. 
2.6.1 Department of Transport and Main Roads 
 
The department of Transport and Main Roads Queensland bridge stock comprises of 
some 2700 bridges and in excess of 10,000 major culverts with a combined replacement 
value in excess of $2 billion (Main Roads, 2002). This ageing asset class is of critical 
important for maintaining a sufficient level of service to the general public. Department 
of Transport and Main Roads (DTMR) have been working on a state-wide integrated 
strategy for bridge management. This includes Bridge inspection and condition rating 
policy and procedures which have been well documented in the “Bridge Inspection 
Manual,” information management though the Bridge Information System (BIS), load 
capacity and heavy load management policies and procedures and bridge maintenance 
policy and procedures. 
 
2.7 Components of a Core Asset Management Plan 
 
The components of a core asset management plan are as follows; 
• Description of the purpose of the plan; 
• report on current asset condition and description; 
• statements on the levels of service which the asset provides and how they are 
measured; 
• consideration of the future demand on the assets; 
• construction of a lifecycle management plan which includes strategies and costs 
covering the assets life; 
• a financial summary of long term expenditure; 
• asset management practices; and  
• monitoring and improvement program. 
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Each of these components are explained in greater detail as they are discussed in the 
following chapters of this dissertation. 
 
2.8 Southern Downs Regional Councils Current Asset Management 
Plans and Practices 
 
Currently SDRC has no asset management plans in place for any of its asset classes. Most 
maintenance work in relation to council infrastructure is of a reactive nature. There is a 
re-seal program in which road conditions are assessed annually and given a condition 
rating, which is then used to program the re-seals. This program however is limited by the 
budget and even though more money is required to keep the roads from getting worse 
overall no levels of service are set, so it is hard to justify the request more money from 
council. 
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3 CURRENT ASSET 
 
This chapter details the asset hierarchy, current 
which has been collected. 
3.1 Introduction 
 
The assets covered in this plan are shown below
 
Figure 7 Overview of the Asset Management Process
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data capture and storage process as the data fields are significantly different between the 
two asset types. 
3.2 Description of Assets
 
Council currently looks after 
drainage structures. Attached n Appendix B is the 09/10 financial summary detailing 
values of the bridges. Below is a pie chart summarising the number of each asset class 
and their respected values. 
records kept on these assets stored all over the council network. Work is currently 
underway in sorting, deleting duplicates and combining records into one master dataset 
which will be used with a program called my data and 
maintained. 
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; 
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Figure 8 Numbers in each asset class and values of each asset group 
 
The total replacement value of assets cover in this plan for the 09/10 financial year is 
$33,962,642. Depreciation for this period was $180,683. 
3.3 Inspection Procedure 
 
Council currently has contractors engaged undertaking level two bridge inspections on all 
the bridges in the region. It was expected that the condition reports would be in early 
September but due to rain delays and resource issues they will not be ready until early 
December. The inspections have been carried out in accordance with Department of 
Transport and Main Roads Bridge Inspection Manual. This manual was created out of a  
need for a systematic state-wide management system as individual inspection regimes had 
been developed and managed at various District offices and were restricted by lack of 
funding and limited resources. 
 
There are three levels of inspections detailed in the manual. These are; 
• Level One – which is a routine maintenance inspection carried out by trained 
council staff. The general functionality of the structure is assessed and any 
major problems or defects are identified for investigation. 
• Level Two – is a detailed inspection which requires specialist trained persons 
and involves drilling of the timber bridge components and identifies any issues 
with the structure. An overall condition rating is given and recommends 
remedial action and possible further investigation. 
• Level Three – is a detailed structural inspection carried out by a structural 
engineer. These are carried out when a structure is deemed to have major 
structural deterioration, damage or is behaving in a way different to the 
original design.  
Timber Bridge 
- 14
Concrete 
Bridge - 54
Pipe - 23
Culvert - 55
Bridges - $22 
million
Large Drainage 
Structures -
$12 million
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3.4 Condition States 
 
All of the structures inspected at level two are given an overall condition rating. There are 
five condition ratings which are outlined below; 
 
Condition 
State 
Subjective Rating Description 
1 Good / As new Free of any defects with very little 
deterioration. 
2 Fair Free of any structural defects, and only 
deterioration of a minor nature evident i.e. in 
the protective coating etc. 
3 Poor (requires 
monitoring) 
Minor defects affecting the durability and 
serviceability. Structure may require 
monitoring and possibly remedial action or 
further inspection by a structural engineer. 
4 Very Poor (immediate 
remedial action required) 
Defects affecting the durability and 
serviceability which require immediate 
intervention and inspection. 
5 Unsafe (bridge must be 
closed until inspection 
has been carried out by 
structural engineer) 
The structural integrity is severely comprised 
and bridge must be closed to traffic 
immediately until a full inspection is carried 
out and the subsequent recommended remedial 
action is carried out. 
 
The last inspection of bridge assets (timber and concrete bridges) was carried out in 2004 
and the summary of the condition states is detailed below. 
 
 
Figure 9 Condition State of Bridge Asset group 
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It must be noted that all of the condition state 4 and 5 structures are timber. Due to this 
there will be a focus on the replacement and management program for the timber 
structures. All of the concrete bridges are condition state 1 through to 3. They have only 
minor issues currently and are not expected to have deteriorated much over the last six 
years. 
 
A typical level two inspection report has been attached as Appendix C. Note the 
recommended maintenance and defects listed. Kital Road bridge will be looked at in more 
detail in chapter 6. 
 
3.5 Conclusion 
 
The current asset condition has been gathered through level 2 inspections on all bridge 
assets in accordance with the Main Roads Bridge Inspection Manual. The large drainage 
structures are currently having level one inspections carried out by trained council staff. 
Inspection reports for 2010 are not available in time to be considered for this dissertation. 
Therefore reference is made to the 2004 Bridge Inspection Reports to outline the process 
and methodology. The simple demonstration of condition four and five bridges is a 
representation of ‘Gap Analysis’ later in the financial section of this dissertation. 
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4 LEVELS OF SERVICE 
 
This chapter details the proposed levels of service set out for the bridge assets and the 
factors behind their adoption. The levels of service set out to support councils strategic 
goals, community expectations and to meet relevant legislation and statutory 
requirements. 
4.1 Introduction 
 
The level of service can be defined as the service quality / quantity for a particular 
activity or service area against which the service performance is measured.  The levels of 
service are divided into the community and technical levels of service. 
 
• Customer / Community LoS – is defined as how the customer receives / perceives 
the service. 
• Technical LoS – is defined as the plans / measures in technical terms measured 
against a benchmark. 
 
Since this is the first attempt to quantify the levels of service provided by bridge assets 
the core approach of documenting existing service levels has been undertaken. This has 
been achieved through consultation with relevant works supervisors, engineers and 
managers in a series of meetings. As a result of these consultations it was discovered that 
there was very little work carried out in regards to bridge maintenance and regular 
inspections due to a combination of staff turn-over and poor record keeping. The only 
work carried out on bridges over the last two financial years was of a reactive nature 
driven by customer requests. 
 
4.2 Proposed Levels of Service 
 
Due to the fact that levels of service form the basis of the maintenance and inspection 
programs it is imperative that all legislative, safety and community requirements are met. 
Currently there has not been any formal community consultation to determine community 
expectations and satisfaction. These expectations and satisfaction has been assumed for 
the first draft levels of service in consideration of complaints or requests lodged with 
councils customer service section. For some timber bridge replacements council has been 
dealing with effected stakeholders on a political level and design options have been 
produced and considered. A community consultation process has been suggested for 
improving the levels of service in future years and is detailed in the recommendations 
section. 
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The following table outlines the assumed community levels of service that I have 
proposed and the derived technical levels of services designed to meet them. The 
performance targets and measurements are in the draft stages and are yet to be formally 
adopted by council. The inspection frequencies based on condition states have been 
adopted from the Bridge Inspection Manual (DTMR).  
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Key Performance 
Measure 
Level of Service  Reason for Activity Intervention 
Level 
Hierarchy Frequency / 
Responsiveness 
Performance 
Indicator 
Target 
Performance 
Current 
Performance 
Draft Community Levels of Service 
Quality Provide a smooth 
ride 
Community 
expectations 
NA ALL NA Customer service 
requests 
Less than 10 
per month 
Currently 
performance 
tracking does not 
exist 
Function Ensure that the 
bridge meets user 
requirements for 
accessibility 
Community 
expectations 
NA ALL NA Customer service 
requests 
Less than 4 
per month 
Currently 
performance 
tracking does not 
exist 
Safety Provide safe 
suitable bridges, 
free from hazards 
Community 
expectations 
NA ALL NA Customer service 
requests 
Less than 10 
per year 
Currently 
performance 
tracking does not 
exist 
Draft Technical Levels of Service 
Condition Level 1 
inspections 
Identifying work 
needs to assist in 
maintenance 
program 
NA Concrete 
Bridges 
 
Timber 
Bridges 
 
Culverts / 
Pipes 
12 months 
 
 
12 months 
 
 
12 months 
Frequency of 
inspections 
100% Currently 
performance 
tracking does not 
exist 
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Condition Level 2 and 3 
inspections 
To assess the 
structural integrity 
and capacity of the 
bridge substructure 
and superstructure. 
Inspections will be 
carried out in 
accordance with 
DMR Bridge 
Inspection Manual 
NA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Concrete 
Bridges 
 
Timber 
Bridges 
 
Culverts / 
Pipes 
 
 
ALL 
CS1-2 
 
5 years 
 
 
5 years 
 
 
5 years 
CS3 
 
3 years 
 
 
3 years 
 
 
3 years 
 
Frequency of 
inspections 
90% Currently 
performance 
tracking does not 
exist 
CS4 
12 months staggered 
at 6 monthly 
intervals with Level 
1 inspection 
Accessibility Provide 
appropriate 
hazard free 
access on bridge 
and approaches.  
To ensure that 
emergency works 
are performed  to 
remove dangerous 
hazards to road 
users 
Notification 
of hazard to 
bridge users 
ALL  24 hours after 
event. Must be made 
safe within 6 hours 
of event. 
All emergency 
works including 
barricades & 
bridge closures 
within 6 hours of 
event. 
100% Currently 
performance 
tracking does not 
exist 
Quality Routine 
maintenance 
To ensure asset is 
well maintained 
 
 ALL Carried out in 
conjunction with 
Level 1 inspections 
  Currently 
performance 
tracking does not 
exist 
Safety Minor repairs 
identified in 
Level 1 
inspection 
To ensure asset is 
well maintained 
 ALL Within 4 months of 
identification of 
hazard. 
 90% Currently 
performance 
tracking does not 
exist 
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Safety Major repairs / 
refurbishment 
identified in 
level 2 and 3 
inspections 
To ensure bridge 
remains in a safe 
and serviceable 
condition 
 ALL Annual program, 
ranked according to 
risk and viability. 
 90% Currently 
performance 
tracking does not 
exist 
 
Table 3 Draft Levels of Service 
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4.3 Summary 
 
These draft levels of service will ensure that the bridges remain safe for use and that any 
problems or damage will be identified before they have an adverse impact on users. It is 
envisaged that these levels of service will be constantly reviewed and improved over 
time. The community levels of service should be obtained in future via questionnaires and 
surveys, e.g. telephone, door to door, public meetings, etc. The technical levels of service 
can be used to develop maintenance levels of service to describe the specific work and 
response in the workforce, which would be measurable.  
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5 FUTURE DEMAND 
 
This chapter will detail the expected future demand, the changes in technology and a 
proposal for the demand management plan. 
 
5.1 Demand Forecast 
 
The factors which are influencing the future demand include; 
• Population increase; 
• tourism industry growth; 
• residential developments; 
• change and growth of local industry; and 
• changing demand from users. 
 
The population of the region is expected to rise at 2% per annum. This growth is focused 
mainly in the towns of Warwick and Stanthorpe. Growth in the outer rural areas remains 
mostly stagnant. The tourism industry has remained steady over the last few years and 
currently no major increases are expected. As mentioned most residential developments 
are happening in and around the main towns in the region where the bridge assets are in 
good repair and handling the traffic volume well. With any change in local industry, for 
instance a new dairy farm, council considers the impact this would have on local 
infrastructure and any foreseeable issues are determined and remediated before approval 
is given. 
 
The only issue which will be of concern to council will be changing demand of the users. 
This will be indentified through proposed community consultation in relation to 
satisfaction levels and expected levels of service. Any issues which arise from this will 
have to be addressed once the community consultation has been undertaken. 
 
5.2 Changes in Technology 
 
The changes in technology over the years which have an impact on bridges is the size and 
weights of the heavy vehicles. When the timber bridges and early concrete bridges were 
initially designed and constructed the heavy vehicle mass and dimensions were less than 
they are today. Currently all of the remaining timber structures are located in rural areas 
with few heavy vehicle traffic. Where there are load limits in place which would restrict 
heavy vehicles alternate routes are available. Therefore any changes in technology in the 
near future is not expected to impact on the current bridge assets. 
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5.3 Demand Management Plan 
 
Typically when a planned road upgraded is designed to cater for increased traffic or 
heavy vehicles any bridge assets are located along road are investigated and either 
planned upgrade assets it is recommended that the demand management plan and 
strategies be adopted directly from the roads asset demand management plan.  
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6 LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMEN
 
For this chapter 5 bridges have been selected and a life cycle management plan detail for 
each one. This will give an indication of the methodology and will be extended to cover 
the rest of the assets in due course.
drainage structure will be investigated.
6.1 Life Cycle of an Asset
 
The costs involved in the lifecycle of
disposal and initial capital cost. 
start of its life. It will be providing the designed level of service and in the case of a 
concrete bridge has an estimated remaining life of 
through its service life the level of service it provides reduces until it reaches a critical 
intervention point. The intervention point is a predetermined point at which an asset will 
need to be refurbished or replaced as it does not provide an appropriate level of service.
Consideration is then given to the differing options involved in replacement. For example 
a timber bridge may have many major defects, which would cost far too much to rep
and there would be no choice but to replace it. The replacement of the bridge with a 
similar type of structure could be very expensive, and there are other options such as a set 
of culverts, a floodway or closure of the road. It comes down to community
whole of life cost of the asset.
 
A diagram outline the lifecycle of an asset is given below:
 
Figure 10 Asset Life Cycle 
 
T PLAN 
 Four bridges (2 timber & 2 concrete)
 
 
 an asset are maintenance, renewal/ refurbishment, 
When an asset is constructed it is considered to be at the 
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Where a particular asset will appear on the graph depends on its condition rating. It is 
proposed that the overall condition rating be used to calculate its remaining useful life, 
which is used to calculate the remaining life cycle cost of the asset and determine 
approximately when an asset will need to be renewed or replaced. 
 
It is assumed that the useful life of a bridge will be 80 years then by correlating this to 
remaining useful life we get for the condition states; 
• Condition State 1: 80 – 60 years remaining useful life. 
• Condition State 2: 60 – 40 years remaining useful life. 
• Condition State 3: 40 – 20 years remaining useful life. 
• Condition State 4: 20 – 1 years remaining useful life. 
• Condition State 5: No remaining useful life. The bridge needs to be rehabilitated, 
replaced or the level of service which it provides needs to be revised, ie load limits 
etc. 
 
It should be noted that an asset can have a longer than expected life and this methodology 
ensures that the focus is on remaining useful life rather than age of a structure. For 
instance if a structure is 60 years old and is still in condition state 2 this means that the 
expected remaining life can be as high as 80 years, even though it is 20 years away from 
the end of its theoretical design life. 
 
The lifecycle costs of an asset are demonstrated below in the graph. There is an initial 
construction cost of building the asset, then as the asset progresses through its useful life 
the costs of maintaining it grow steadily until it reaches a point where it needs to be 
refurbished. This cycle continues until the asset reaches the end of its useful life and 
needs to be disposed and replaced. 
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Figure 11 Asset Life Cycle Costs 
6.2 Kital Road Bridge Life Cycle 
 
Attached as appendix C is the bridge inspection notes from Kital Road Bridge. It is 
located near the town of Allora. It is on a very low trafficked road with only 6 vehicles 
per day. The bridge is a three span timber bridge. From the 2004 level two inspections the 
bridge has been classed as condition state four. The bridge is in very poor condition with 
numerous major faults. It is uneconomical to replace all the components which are at the 
end of the life, so it has been decided to replace the structure this financial year. Four 
replacement strategies will be investigated along with the life cycle cost of each option 
for comparison. The four options to be considered are; 
1. Replacement of structure with a composite structure; 
2. Replacement of structure with a low flow floodway with twin 2100 RC pipes; 
3. Replacement of structure with a low level crossing; 
4. Removal of structure and closure of crossing. 
 
The factors which will be considered are financial, community, life cycle costing and 
environmental impact. The life cycle costs are determined using the draft levels of service 
for inspection intervals and the maintenance, materials and labour are averages taken 
from past bridge works. 
 
Useful Life
Intervention Level
Renewal of Asset
Life Cycle Cost of Asset (Cumulative) 
Level of Service Provided
$
Disposal and 
Replacement of asset
Initial construction 
cost of asset
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Figure 12 Location of Bridge 
 
6.2.1 Option 1 Replacement of Structure with a Composite Structure
 
Wangers Toowoomba have developed composite materials which can be used to 
rehabilitate or replace a timber bridge. The composite materials behave in a similar way 
to timber allowing them to be used in conjunction with existing timber piles. During 
discussion with Wagners it was proposed that Wagners could design, certify, supply and 
install a composite bridge utilising existing timber piles. The structure would offer the 
same flood immunity as the existing bridge and would have a similar expected lifespan 
with very little maintenance required. The total cost from Wagners was $200,000 + 
This would include the design and certification, fabrication and supply of composite 
components to replace the timber components, the removal of the existing structure, and 
installation of composite components including piers, headstocks, girders, dec
kerbs. 
 
The following table details the annual cost of the bridge as it would be for each condition 
state. The inspection times have been assumed and current council labour and plant hire 
rates have been used. The total cost is based on an expecte
spent in each condition state.
 
 
d life of 80 years and 20 years 
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Table 4 Cost over the life-cycle of asset 
 
 
The community benefits would be minimal as this bridge only services six vehicles per 
day. The environmental impact of this structure would be minimal as it utilises existing 
piles, thus reducing the amount of river bank disturbance. The total life cycle cost of this 
asset, assuming 20 years in each condition state is $433,360. 
 
6.2.2 Option 2 Replacement of Structure with a Low Flow Floodway 
 
After surveying the site a design has been drawn up by the design department 
incorporating two 2100mm diameter reinforced concrete pipes and a concrete running 
surface. The layout and long section have been attached in Appendix D. The total cost for 
supply and construction for this option is $319,108.34 + GST. The estimate is attached as 
Appendix E. 
 
The following table outlines the annual costs of this option for each condition state. The 
inspection times have been assumed and current council labour and plant hire rates have 
been used. The cost of inspections, maintenance etc is a lot less than that of a typical 
bridge. Again this structure has a design life of 80 years. 
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Table 5 Cost over the life-cycle of asset 
 
The reduced community benefits from the lower level of flood immunity would be have 
very little impact as it services only six vehicles per day. The environmental impact of 
this structure would be moderate as there will be a lot of disturbance to the creek during 
construction, however the long term impact would be minimal. The total life cycle cost of 
this asset, assuming 20 years in each condition state is $92,208. 
6.2.3 Option 3 Replacement of Structure with a Low Level Crossing 
 
After surveying the site a design has been drawn up by the design department a low level 
floodway crossing with a concrete running surface. The layout and long section have been 
attached in Appendix F. The total cost for supply and construction for this option is 
$155,852.23 + GST. The estimate is attached as Appendix G. 
 
The following table outlines the annual costs of this option for each condition state. Again 
this structure would have a design life of 80 years. Since this structure does not meet the 
requirements to be covered in this plan the inspections are not required, therefore the 
operating cost is very low for this asset as it would only require minor maintenance over 
its life. 
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Table 6 Cost over the life-cycle of asset 
 
The reduced community benefits from the lower level of flood immunity would be have 
very little impact as it services only six vehicles per day. The environmental impact of 
this structure would be moderate as there will be a lot of disturbance to the creek during 
construction, however the long term impact would again be minimal. The total life cycle 
cost of this asset, assuming 20 years in each condition state is $328,952. 
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6.2.4 Option 4 Removal of Bridge and Closure of Crossing 
 
The final option is to remove the bridge and close the crossing to all traffic. This would 
cost $15,000 + GST and is easily the cheapest option, however the bridge is used by a 
local farmer who has paddocks either side of the river. Whilst there are alternative routes, 
it is approximately a 5km round trip for the farmer, this is a long way to take farm 
machinery. 
6.2.5 Recommended Option 
 
It is recommended that council adopts the fourth option of closing the crossing as it is by 
far the cheapest option and only has a minor impact on the community. This issue went to 
council in August and after a public consultation process it was decided that option three 
was the best outcome for council and the community. Work is due to start in December 
2010. 
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6.3 William Deacon Bridge Life Cycle 
 
Figure 13 Draft summary of recent ARRB level two inspection 
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ARRB have recently completed their level two inspections on all of councils bridge assets 
and they are in the process of writing up the condition reports. The figure above is the 
front page of a draft inspection report for a concrete two span bridge located in Allora. 
The structure has been given an overall condition state rating of two. This means that the 
bridge has an expected remaining useful life of between 40 – 60 years. A life cycle 
management plan is outlined and costed below. 
 
Table 7 Cost over the life-cycle of asset 
 
The repairs suggested by ARRB are estimated to cost approximately $7,500. For the rest 
of the life of the asset it has been assumed that it will be in each condition state for 20 
years. It is expected to cost $1,374 annually while is remains in condition state two. This 
then increases to $2,282 for CS3 and $4,472 for CS4. The total estimate cost of operating 
this bridge until it is replaced is $170,060. Note that this is only an approximation and 
CPI has not been applied to the figures. 
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6.4 Bourke Road Bridge Life Cycle 
 
 Figure 14 Draft summary of recent ARRB level two inspection 
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The figure is the front page of a draft inspection report for a timber single span bridge 
located in Elbow Valley. The structure has been given an overall condition state rating of 
three. This means that the bridge has an expected remaining useful life of between 20 – 
40 years. A life cycle management plan is outlined and costed below. 
 
Table 8 Cost over the life-cycle of asset 
 
The repairs suggested by ARRB are estimated to cost approximately $12,500. For the rest 
of the life of the asset it has been assumed that it will be in each condition state for 20 
years. It is expected to cost $2,826 annually while is remains in condition state three. This 
then increases to $6,589 for CS4. The total estimate cost of operating this bridge until it is 
replaced is $200,800. Note that this is only an approximation and CPI has not been 
applied to the figures. 
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6.5 Bellinghams Road Bridge Life Cycle 
 
 
Figure 15 Draft summary of recent ARRB level two inspection 
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The figure is the front page of a draft inspection report for a timber single span bridge 
located in Elbow Valley. The structure has been given an overall condition state rating of 
three. This means that the bridge has an expected remaining useful life of between 20 – 
40 years. A life cycle management plan is outlined and costed below. 
 
Table 9 Cost over the life-cycle of asset 
 
The repairs suggested by ARRB are estimated to cost approximately $1,500 as they are 
only very minor in nature. For the rest of the life of the asset it has been assumed that it 
will be in each condition state for 20 years. It is expected to cost $2,826 annually while is 
remains in condition state three. This then increases to $6,589 for CS4. The total estimate 
cost of operating this bridge until it is replaced is $189,800. Note that this is only an 
approximation and CPI has not been applied to the figures. 
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6.6 Hermitage Emuvale Road Bridge Life Cycle 
 
Figure 16 Draft summary of recent ARRB level two inspection 
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The figure above is the front page of a draft inspection report for a concrete single span 
bridge located in The Hermitage. The structure has been given an overall condition state 
rating of three. This means that the bridge has an expected remaining useful life of 
between 20 – 40 years. A life cycle management plan is outlined and costed below. 
 
Table 10 Cost over the life-cycle of asset 
 
The repairs suggested by ARRB are estimated to cost approximately $9,000. For the rest 
of the life of the asset it has been assumed that it will be in each condition state for 20 
years. It is expected to cost $2,282 annually while is remains in condition state three. This 
then increases to $4,472 for CS4. The total estimate cost of operating this bridge until it is 
replaced is $144,080. Note that this is only an approximation and CPI has not been 
applied to the figures. 
 
6.7 Conclusion 
 
It can be seen very easily that the life cycle cost of a timber bridge is substantially more 
than that of a concrete bridge. This is one of the reasons behind the proposed program to 
replace the timber bridges on an annual basis to reduce the maintenance costing which is 
detailed in the following chapter. 
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7 FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
 
7.1 Introduction 
 
For a core asset management plan the financial summary should cover the next 10 years. 
Once the plan is improved this should be extended out to 25 years. Since the recent level 
two inspection reports are not available currently assumptions will be made as to the 
current conditions of the bridges. It is anticipated that all of the concrete bridges will be 
in condition states one, two and three and most of the large drainage structures will be in 
good repair also. The focus of the capital renewal and replacement of bridges will be on 
the timber structures as they are typically the oldest and most deteriorated assets. From 
the 2004 inspections it was found that five bridges were condition state 4 or worse. This 
means that four bridges have an expected remaining life of less than 20 years and one will 
need to be replaced very soon. After reading through the condition reports for the 
condition state 4 timber bridges, they were found to all be in very poor condition and 
close to the point of intervention (replacement/renewal) in their life cycle. It is 
recommended that council budget for the replacement of one timber bridge structure 
every year for the next 10 years to ensure that all timber bridges are replaced before they 
become unsafe. The location of the remaining timber bridges are in the rural areas of 
council, however some have quite a high traffic volume with no alternative routes 
available. In factoring an amount for replacement the case of Kital Road bridge is 
considered. It is anticipated that none of the timber bridges can be removed and the 
crossing closed so an average figure of $250,000 is to be budgeted each year for a timber 
bridge replacement. The typical figures for annual operating costs are based on the trends 
of the previous three years for each asset class in each condition state and is outlined 
below. 
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Table 11 Timber Bridge Operating Costs 
 
 
Table 12 Concrete Bridge Operating Costs 
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Table 13 Large Drainage Structures Operating Costs 
 
These annual costs have been combined with the 2004 condition state reports to calculate 
the funding required for maintenance of the assets over the next 10 financial years. The 
summary tables for each financial year is presented below.  
 
Table 14 Maintenance Costs based on trends from previous 3 years for the 2011/2012 financial year 
 
This equates to an annual maintenance expense of $284,368 for next financial year. The 
condition states have been assumed to remain the same for the bridges which are not 
replaced over the ten year period as all identified maintenance items will be addressed, 
following recommendations from inspections. The following years maintenance expenses 
have not been indexed at CPI nor has the replacement/ renewal costs. These costs will be 
tabulated against the proposed budgeted amounts for the next ten years (refer to Appendix 
H for detail). It should be noted that council has used today’s values in terms of the 
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budgeted amounts, and it is updated annually. There is not expected to be any new works 
in the next 10 years.  
 
 
Table 15 Maintenance Costs for the 2012/2013 financial year 
 
 
Table 16 Maintenance Costs for the 2013/2014 financial year 
 
 
Table 17 Maintenance Costs for the 2014/2015 financial year 
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Table 18 Maintenance Costs for the 2015/2016 financial year 
 
 
Table 19 Maintenance Costs for the 2016/2017 financial year 
 
 
Table 20 Maintenance Costs for the 2017/2018 financial year 
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Table 21 Maintenance Costs for the 2018/2019 financial year 
 
 
Table 22 Maintenance Costs for the 2019/2020 financial year 
 
 
Table 23 Maintenance Costs for the 2020/2021 financial year 
 
The maintenance costs have taken into account that with the replacement of one timber 
bridge every year – the CS4 maintenance cost (for the first 5 bridges then CS3) was 
reduced by one and replaced with a CS1 maintenance cost for a large drainage structure 
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(new structure). Hence it shows that the operating expenditure will be reduced over time 
due to the renewal program. 
 
 
 Table 24 Summary of Predicted Expenditure versus Budgeted Expenditure 
 
From the above table it is evident that if council decides to adopt the draft levels of 
service, that the maintenance funding will need to be increased by close to $200,000 next 
year or over 300%. There is also a lack of funding for renewal of bridges after the 
2013/2014 financial year. This will also require more funding if the proposed intervention 
level is adopted. 
Other options to reduce the funding required is to consider reducing the draft levels of 
service. Another important life cycle management tool is to consider changing the 
operating levels of service of individual bridges. For instance a timber bridge with no 
load limit imposed with a condition state of four could have its life extended with a 
structural inspection and a load limit posted. This would not cost the council too much 
and would still allow for most traffic to use the bridge. A management method like this 
could greatly extend the useful life of a bridge. These options will need to be considered 
along with more detailed replacement strategy once the level two inspection reports are 
made available to council. 
 
7.2 Gap Analysis 
 
Based on the draft level of service statements that Southern Downs Regional Council will 
continue to maintain the assets until replaced, it shows that the funding allocated at 
present of $100,000 is not enough to maintain the timber structures as per the planned 
maintenance proposal. Over the ten years the maintenance budget would be short $1.6 
million. 
In the renewal program council has only made provisions in the current 10 year plan for 
three bridge replacements. The funding is falling short by $1.8 million over the next ten 
years.  
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8 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF 
THE ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN 
 
Recommended improvement strategies are outlined below; 
 
• Develop advanced asset management plan and link it up with the new requirement 
of a ‘Community Plan’ under the LGA 2009. 
• Develop for each bridge asset its own long term whole of life plan, cost, risk adn 
performance optimisation. 
• Develop database register that is kept up to date. 
• Refine levels of service. 
• Establish predictive modelling with software ‘My Predictor’ 
• Annual review of the asset management plan and devised actions. 
• Council adoption of levels of service. 
• Community consultation. 
• Extend level two inspections to large drainage structures. 
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APPENDIX A PROJECT SPECIFICATION 
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APPENDIX B – DATA VALUATION BRIDGES 
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APPENDIX C – TYPICAL LEVEL TWO INSPECTION 
REPORT 
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APPENDIX D – LAYOUT AND LONG SECTION LOW FLOW FLOODWAY KITAL ROAD
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APPENDIX E – ESTIMATE FOR LOW FLOW 
FLOODWAY 
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APPENDIX E - LAYOUT AND LONG SECTION LOW LEVEL FLOODWAY KITAL ROAD 
ENG4111/4112 
 
APPENDIX G – ESTIMATE LOW LEVEL C
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APPENDIX H 
 
